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Emirati Futurism is a cultural, 
aesthetic and philosophical effort 
to explore the intersection of 
Emirati heritage with high 
technology, futuristic concepts 
and science fiction themes.



When you think of the future, 
what does it look like?



Does it look like this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THIS is where mass perception seems to be stuck…! This is the future according to a basic google image search. Blue brains firing digital activity. Smooth white robots and ghostly machines.  LOTS of blue. I’m not sure this is the future I want to live in.



Or maybe like this?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
THIS is where mass perception seems to be stuck…! This is the future according to a basic google image search. Blue brains firing digital activity. Smooth white robots and ghostly machines.  LOTS of blue. I’m not sure this is the future I want to live in.



The UAE has a rich 
aesthetic heritage & 
tradition.



But our images of the 
future often look like 
they come from 
somewhere else.
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EMIRATI FUTURISM AWARD
The award challenges the 
stereotypical “futuristic” 
aesthetic and invites anyone 
living in the UAE to share 
their interpretation of what an 
original Emirati Future might 
look like. 



GOAL

What is your interpretation of what 
the future would look like if it was 
designed in the UAE? 



Architecture & Urbanism / Fashion & 
Jewelry / Product & Industrial Design / 
Photography & Graphic Design / Film & 
Animation / Music & Performing Arts /
Fine Arts



CATEGORIES

ARCHITECTURE
& URBANISM
This category explores the design of 
living spaces, buildings, structures, and 
urban environments.



CATEGORIES

FASHION &
JEWELRY
What does it mean to look both 
futuristic and traditional? 



CATEGORIES

PRODUCT &
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
What products and services will we 
need to manage the future? How will 
we grow our food? What devices and 
tools will we use to do our jobs? What 
will our kitchens look like? What will be 
in our homes? Our offices? Our 
personal lives?

This category explores the way 
everyday products and objects might 
change in our daily lives. This includes 
everything from cars, planes and 
vehicles to furniture, decoration, and 
even sunglasses and other personal 
devices.



CATEGORIES

PHOTOGRAPHY & 
GRAPHIC DESIGN
How will our posters, billboards, 
advertisements and computer 
interfaces look like? How will they 
incorporate things like multiple 
languages while retaining a distinct look 
and feel?



CATEGORIES

FILM & 
AMINATION
What stories of birth, growth, challenge 
and opportunity might we face? How 
would the traditional elements of life in 
the, both for those born here and those 
living or working here, change over 
time?

In particular, how will the art of film, 
animation and cinema change with 
virtual reality and other technologies? 
How will cinema change when viewed 
only on our phones, in our heads, or 
written across the skies?

This category explores the moving 
image, one of the most evocative 
forms of media in the world. It is both 
one of the most difficult and powerful 
categories in the competition.



CATEGORIES

MUSIC & 
PREFORMING ARTS
This category explores the sounds and 
movements of Emirati Futurism.



CATEGORIES

FINE ARTS
What does it mean to look both 
futuristic and traditional? What art might 
be in our walls when augmented reality 
becomes an everyday thing? What will 
our sculptures look like when designed 
and fabricated by AI? How will we 
retain a unique sense of style, shape 
and aesthetics in a machine-driven 
world?

This category covers painting, 
drawing, print making, sculpting and 
more.

Fine arts have always been one the 
primary ways a culture expresses 
itself. In the past, the patterns of 
baskets, the colors in paintings and 
the styles of prints helped to define a 
place. Art influences society by 
shifting mindsets, instilling values and 
translating experiences. It is forever 
evolving and adapting.

Over time, digital technology has 
abstracted the creative elements of a 
place and made them global. 
Advanced technology will only 
accelerate this process.



FIRST PRIZE 

SECOND PRIZE

HONORABLE MENTION

AWARDS & 
EVALUATION
Each category will have three (3) winners



JUDGING 
CRITERIA
The submissions will  evaluated based on the 
following criteria:

1. Innovation

2. Presentation:

3. Values:



Competition
Launch

Judges
Announced

Submission
Closed

Tentative: 
Award

Ceremony

TIMELINE

JAN 9 3RD WEEK OF MARCH MAY 28 JUNE 18

Judges 
Selection

JUNE 11



FAQ

Apply Now

Terms and Conditions apply

https://www.dubaifuture.ae/emirati-futurism-award/

Apply Now

https://www.dubaifuture.ae/emirati-futurism-award/#applynow
https://www.dubaifuture.ae/emirati-futurism-award-competition-the-competition/
https://www.dubaifuture.ae/emirati-futurism-award/
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